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TSP Examples 

TSP Examples 
5th Grade Science 

SLO - Students will be able to analyze information from multiple pieces of evidence and justify valid 
conclusions about their findings in verbal and written communication. 

Targeted Student Skill Profile 

Level 
Expectations 

Number of 
students in 
this level 

Well above 
typical 

Student is able to justify verbally and in writing an accurate conclusion of the findings 
using inferred evidence from multiple sources of evidence. Student is able to make a 
connection using a real world example and the conclusion from their evidence and 
includes the scientific principle. 

Above 
typical 

Student is able to justify verbally and in writing an accurate conclusion of the 
findings using inferred evidence from multiple sources of evidence. Student is able 
to make a connection using a real world example and the conclusion from their 
evidence. 

Typical 

Student is able to justify verbally and/or in writing an accurate conclusion of the 
findings using inferred evidence from multiple sources of evidence. 

Below 
typical 

Student is able to justify verbally and/or in writing an accurate conclusion of their 
findings using isolated facts from one piece of evidence. 

Well 
below 
typical 

Student is able to justify verbally and/or in writing the conclusion of their findings 
using isolated facts from one piece of evidence Conclusion may be inaccurate and 
supported with irrelevant evidence. 
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TSP Examples 

TSP Examples 
8th Grade ELA 

SLO - Students will be able to draw accurate conclusions supported by appropriate textual evidence 
from informational texts. 

Targeted Student Skill Profile 

Level 
Expectations 

Number of 
students in 
this level 

Well above 
typical 

Students can draw accurate conclusions from above grade-level informational texts 
and support conclusions with optimal evidence that deepens conclusions. 

Above 
typical 

Students can draw accurate conclusions from above grade-level informational texts 
and support conclusions with appropriate although not always optimal evidence. 

Typical 

Students can draw accurate conclusions from grade level informational texts and 
support conclusions with appropriate although not always optimal evidence. 

Below 
typical 

Students can draw accurate conclusions most of the time from grade-level 
informational texts and attempt to support conclusions with textual evidence, but 
the evidence isn’t always appropriate. 

Well 
below 
typical 

Students can draw accurate conclusions some of the time from grade-level 
informational texts, but don’t attempt to support conclusions or, when prompted, 
support conclusions with inappropriate evidence. 
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Practice TSP Examples 
7th Grade Science 

Targeted Student Skill Profile 

SLO Skill 
Focus 

Students will be able to design and complete experiments and report their findings, providing 
supporting evidence from their data and using graphic displays to convey their meaning. 

Level 
Expectations 

Well above 
typical 

Student develops and implements novel approaches for investigating a variety of topics using 
laboratory and technology tools, including devising testable hypotheses, determining the meaning 
of the outcome, and drawing conclusions using data tables, graphs, and descriptive statistics to 
explain the outcome. Lab reports are well-written and offer insight into additional experiments that 
could bring deeper understanding of the topic. 

Above 
typical 

Student plans and develops experiments for investigating a variety of topics using laboratory and 
technology tools, including devising testable hypotheses, determining the meaning of the 
outcome, and drawing conclusions citing evidence to support findings. Lab reports are well-
written follow the protocol provided. 

Typical 

Student plans and implements experiments using a variety of laboratory and technology tools to 
investigate key topics discussed, including devising testable hypotheses, determining the 
meaning of the outcome of the experiment and drawing reasonable conclusions. Lab reports 
protocols are followed. 

Below 
typical 

Student plans and implements experiments with minimal guidance from the teacher using a 
variety of laboratory and technology tools to investigate key topics discussed, including devising 
testable hypotheses, determining the meaning of the outcome of the experiment and drawing 
reasonable conclusions.. Lab report protocols are mostly followed. 

Well below 
typical 

Student must be guided through the development and implementation of experiments, use 
laboratory and technology tools with some difficulty to investigate key topics as assigned, and 
require considerable coaching to determine hypotheses. Outcome interpretation and conclusions 
are often incorrect. Student attempts to follow the lab protocols. 
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Practice TSP Examples 
Culinary Arts 

Targeted Student Skill Profile 

SLO Skill 
Focus 

Students will use proper cooking conditions and follow recipes to prepare nutritionally sound 
meals. 

Level 
Expectations 

Well above 
typical 

Students develop a nutritionally sound plan and prepare all courses of a meal, improving upon 
recipes with additional flavorings that are appropriate and appealing to the meal. The meal is well-
prepared, hygienic techniques are followed, and the meal presentation is appealing and 
innovative. Meals receive strong praise from diners. 

Above 
typical 

Students develop a nutritionally sound plan and prepare all courses of a meal, accurately, 
following recipes, using appropriate hygienic principles, and presenting the meal at the table in a 
highly appealing manner. All components of the meal are appropriately prepared and the meal is 
well-received by diners. 

Typical 

Students develop a nutritionally sound plan and prepare all courses of a meal, accurately 
following recipes, using appropriate hygienic techniques, and presenting the meal at the table in 
an appropriate and visually appealing manner. Some components of the meal may be slightly 
over or under-cooked, but diners report that food is good. 

Below 
typical 

Students develop a meal plan that is not nutritionally balanced. All courses of the meal are 
prepared, with occasional lapses in following recipes as well as several dishes that are over or 
under cooked making some dishes inedible. Hygiene principles are not consistently followed. 
Table presentation lacks appeal. 

Well below 
typical 

Students can’t develop a meal plan, prepare courses of a meal, or follow proper hygiene 
principles. Table presentation lacks appeal. 
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Practice TSP Examples 
French 1 

Targeted Student Skill Profile 

SLO Skill 
Focus 

Students will speak and write responses to questions presenting in French using appropriate 
vocabulary and grammar when responding to questions about French culture. 

Level 
Expectations 

Well above 
typical 

On the final exam, students respond to almost all written and oral questions about culture 
(presented in French) with French 1 vocabulary words and appropriate grammatical structure, 
including proper use of the present, past, and future tenses. Few errors are seen in grammatical 
structure and tense usage. Uses complex sentences in responses, elaborates on responses, and 
with proper inflection and diction in oral responses. 

Above 
typical 

On the final exam, students respond to most written and oral questions about culture (presented 
in French) with French 1 vocabulary words and appropriate grammatical structure, including 
proper use of the present, past and future tenses. Few errors are seen in grammatical structure 
and tense usage, uses complex sentences in responses. A few errors in diction and inflection 
occur in oral responses. 

Typical 

On the final exam, students respond to the majority of written and oral questions about culture 
(presented in French) with French 1 vocabulary words and largely appropriate grammatical 
structure, including proper use of the present, past and future tenses. Sentences are brief. Oral 
responses are grammatically correct but diction and inflection are weak. 

Below 
typical 

On the final exam, students respond to some written and oral questions about culture (presented 
in French) with French 1 vocabulary words and occasional errors in word selection. Grammatical 
structure is weak with occasional errors intense and sentence structure. Oral responses include 
grammatical, diction, and inflection errors. 

Well below 
typical 

On the final exam, students respond inaccurately to many written and oral questions about culture 
(presented in French) with frequent errors in word selection. Grammatical structure is poor, with 
misuse of tense, and poor sentence structure. Oral responses are weak, brief and often not in the 
form of a sentence. 
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Practice TSP Examples 
3rd Grade Math 

Targeted Student Skill Profile 

SLO Skill 
Focus 

Students will solve one and two-step problems using categorical data and a variety of graphs. 

Level 
Expectations 

Well above 
typical 

Students can read and interpret a variety of complex data/graph sets independently. They can 
identify the steps and equations through both visual representation and a mathematical algorithm. 
They are able to consistently solve multi-step problems without assistance. 

Above 
typical 

Students can read and interpret a variety of complex data/graph sets independently. They can 
identify the steps and equations through both visual representation and a mathematical algorithm 
most of the time. They are able to consistently solve multi-step problems without assistance. 

Typical 

Students can consistently interpret a variety of data/graphs with increasing complexity that 
requires minimal assistance. They can solve one step problems independently by setting up either 
a visual representation or using a mathematical algorithm but minimal prompting is required for 
the additional steps. 

Below 
typical 

Students are able to interpret simple data/graph sets consistently. They can solve one step 
problems by setting up either a visual representation or using a mathematical algorithm some of 
the time.  Two step problems require assistance/prompting on the second step some of the time. 

Well below 
typical 

Students are able to interpret simple data/graph sets most of the time. More complex graphs/data 
may require assistance in interpretation. Students can solve simple one step problems using 
visual representation but may not be able to use a mathematical algorithm. Two step problems 
require assistance/prompting on the second step most of the time. 
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